Norbert “Tony” Dantzman

$10,000 Reward

Date Missing: August 30, 2019
Age: 89
Sex: Male
Race: White
Hair Color: Gray/White
Eye Color: Brown
Height: 5’9”
Weight: 136 lbs.
Missing From: Winter, WI

**There have been many tips on this case but there have not been any confirmed sightings**

A Silver Alert was issued for Norbert A. Dantzman, who goes by the nickname "Tony," on 08/30/2019. Mr. Dantzman was staying at the Northern Lights Motel (also known as the Strouf Motel) in Winter, Wisconsin with family members who noticed he was missing from the motel around 10:00am on 08/30/2019. Mr. Dantzman had traveled to Wisconsin from his home in California for a family reunion. He was last seen wearing a grey or white hat, eyeglasses, a checkered shirt, black vest, black pants (see photo), black shoes, his wedding ring (see photo) and an additional gold ring (see photo). He wears dentures and has crooked fingers. He did not take any identification with him or his cellphone. The last time Mr. Dantzman was seen he was traveling on foot north of the Northern Lights motel.

ANYONE HAVING INFORMATION SHOULD CONTACT
Sawyer County Sheriff’s Department
(715) 634-5213